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What it is

(Mechanical Engineering)
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An adaptive device that allows a physically disabled person to
experience the freedom and joys of sailing.
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What it does

But…why?
When sailing, it is important to keep the heel, or tilt, of the
boat relatively flat in order to optimize boat speed. Achieving
this balance takes constant adjustment from all crewmembers;
they will move across the width of the boat in order to provide
counter balance. Additionally, the crew member in the ‘jib
trimmer’ role must simultaneously control the smaller of the
two sails and the more forward sail, called the jib, by operating
lines to trim the sail according to wind and desired heading.

The design

The device is easily secured to the
boat deck by inserting two Aluminum
supports through the deck plate and
bolting down with four thumb nuts.
This ensures the device stays in the
proper location and orientation.

Keeps legs off of boat deck (no risk of ankle injury)
Interchangeable/customizable seat
Braking and locking mechanism with rope and pulley
Design and build instructions available freely (open source)
Relatively easy and inexpensive to build
All anti-corrosive components (compatible with salt water)
Lightweight design
Easy and fast in-boat installation and removal (only one tool)
Complies to all IFAS racing regulations
Fitted specifically to the Sonar class of sailboats
Additional learning

User
disengages
brake

By the numbers
In-boat Installation
Installation time

4.5 min

Design Specs

Removal time

2.5 min

Max user weight

270 lbs

# Tools needed

1

# People needed

2

Estimated device
life (minimum)

5 years

Total device weight

7

51 lbs

The customer
This device was designed for two different customers. The
official customer is Piers Park Sailing Center in Boston, MA.
Piers Park Sailing Center’s adaptive sailing program, headed by
Adaptive Recreation Director Caitlyn Ridgely, is certified by US
Sailing as a nationally recognized non-profit sailing program,
serving over 1000 people with disabilities since 2007.

Securing mechanism – view from below deck
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Device
swings to
other side

In light wind, if the jib trimmer wants to shift his weight to a
different boat position without a simultaneous tack, the braking
mechanism can be completely disengaged and the user can
swing himself across the boat by pushing off the existing
benches or, ideally, with the coupled use of an installed stability
bar.
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When making an adaptive device, the specific user of the device
drives the entire design. This device was designed to
accommodate a wide range of users, ranging from complete
leg paralysis to one-sided weakness and many other variations.
This flexibility is achieved is through the option of
interchangeable seats and seat pads, optional seatbelts or leg
straps, and optional stability bars to provide additional
movement assistance. There is a fine balance to strike between
security and undue movement restriction, and this balance
point varies greatly by each specific user; the customizability
features allows the same basic design to be a fit for all.

Device
locked in
place

The user will then swing down (with gravity as the driving force)
to the low side of the boat. The device will automatically lock
back into place at full swing (1800 from starting position). Once
the skipper calls the tack, the low side of the boat will become
the high side, and the jib trimmer will be on the high side,
providing counter balance.

For a crewmember with lower extremity mobility issues, moving
across the boat without assistance from additional
crewmembers is difficult or not possible at all. Particularly for
racing situations, this is not an ideal or effective method. This
jib transfer system solves this problem by allowing the disabled
crew member to freely transverse the width of the boat at will.
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How it works
The device starts locked in at a full
starboard or full port position
(hovering just above the Sonar’s
existing benches). Just before the
skipper initiates a tack, the user
will pull up on the line, which will
be reduced through a pulley system
and will release the lock.
Depending on the heel angle of the
boat, the user can simultaneously
engage the brake, or cleat the line
and have no braking assistance.

Enables a jib trimmer to move themselves from port side
of the boat to starboard, and vise versa, without the use
of their legs and with only limited core muscle function.
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(Industrial Engineering)

To learn more about this project, please visit:
http://edge.rit.edu/edge/P14031/public/Home

The other customer is any potential user of this device. This
differentiation was important to achieve specific organizational
requirements and simultaneously design for user needs.
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